The Green Funeral Industry

The Natural Choice®

T

his catalog contains the full
breadth of Passages International

eco-friendly funeral products. Whether
you are planning a burial or cremation,
we help you find the best solution for a
meaningful and healing memorial that

A

ccording to the 2020 NFDA Consumer Preferences Survey,
61.7% of American families are interested in green funeral
options for the environmental benefits, cost savings, or another
reason. This is up from 53% in 2019, and only 13.6% in 2020 say
they would not be interested in green options.
The writing on the wall is in capital, neon letters: the future of funerals is green.

truly reflects the values of your loved
one. Our unique collection of caskets,
biodegradable urns for earth or water,
Scattering Tubes, and more has been
carefully curated to help both funeral
professionals and families find the
perfect vessel for a loved one who
has passed. These products offer
something new to today’s families, who
are searching for a more personal and
natural funeral experience. Whether

P

Environmentally Better

eople are more eco-conscious than ever, and this can impact
every decision in their lives. Many consumers will not put
their dollars behind non-green products, and Passages provides
alternatives that meet these values. The data is clear, and we know
what families want! Now is the time to be bold and embrace
greener options.

you are a funeral professional or a
member of the public, and no matter
the “shade” of green you seek,
Passages International is here to help
you create a funeral that truly honors a
loved one in a personal way. For over
20 years, we have provided greener
funeral products to those seeking
something other than the standard,
“traditional” options. Give us a call or
visit our website to learn more about
what we do, and how we can help.
Darren Crouch, President

B

Certified Fair Trade

eing certified Fair Trade means that we adhere closely to strict
principles in everything that we do, from manufacturing to
delivery. Our products help bring well-paying jobs to economically depressed rural areas. We ensure working conditions are
safe, provide basic education, social support services, and much
more. Products must be environmentally friendly, sourcing
sustainable materials from local farms and providers, and giving
back to the communities they come from. The Fair Trade certified
products in this catalog will be marked with the Fair Trade logo
seen here. To learn more visit our website.
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Catalog Key
The key below describes the significance of each symbol used in this catalog.
Crafted by hand from sustainable and renewable resources.
Biodegradable when placed into deep water.
Biodegradable when buried in the earth or can be recycled after use.
TSA-compliant. Can be carried onboard most commercial aircraft.
Can be laser engraved with name, dates, line-art, or custom art.
Made in the U.S.A.
Green Burial Council Product Standards: All GBC approved caskets,
urns, and shrouds must be constructed from plant-derived, recycled
plant-derived, natural, animal, or unfired earthen materials, including shell,
liner, and adornments. Passages® offers the largest selection of certified
products, with most of them receiving the highest 3-leaf rating.

What is a greener funeral?

A greener funeral, also known as a “natural funeral” or “eco-funeral,” is any end-of-life ritual that is as harmless
as possible to the environment. The essence of a greener funeral is a reduction in environmental impact.

Green or natural burial

This is the greenest option when it comes to an eco-friendly
funeral. Burial typically occurs in a hand-dug grave at a green cemetery,
using a shroud or eco-friendly casket crafted from wicker or similar
sustainable material, and does not include the use of a vault. The body is
not embalmed and will return to the earth naturally over time, along with the
shroud or casket. This alternative to traditional burial also encourages
family participation and is often more healing and meaningful for mourners.

Cremation – using fewer resources

For many years, cremation has been the most common alternative to the traditional funeral.
Cremation uses far fewer resources than conventional burial, but it does have an environmental impact. Families
choosing cremation can take additional steps to make the process more eco-friendly, beginning with the use of
shrouds or cleaner burning eco-friendly caskets. Cremation also allows for the recycling of medical implants.
Most cemeteries provide a variety of options for cremated remains, including interment in ground spaces,
columbaria (above-ground niches), or special gardens for the scattering of the remains. These are also greener
options, because they use less space.

New options - a lighter footprint

Cremated remains may be placed in urns made from materials that
break down naturally, or specially-designed and recyclable
scattering tubes that facilitate a clean and easy scattering. For those
selecting water burial, there are salt, gelatin, and other biodegradable urns designed to float briefly, and then biodegrade within
hours or days. By using an urn that can be placed directly into the
water, a more dignified memorial experience can be achieved.
For more information, please visit www.agreenerfuneral.org

“Everybody wants to be a tree.”
-The New York Times

The best way to be a
tree after passing on
is the Biotree Urn. See
the Biotree Page in the
Earth Burial section of
this catalog for more
information.

Passages has also partnered with nonprofit organizations
dedicated to planting trees, allowing us to offer a free
Memorial Tree certificate with the purchase of any adult
casket. Simply follow the instruction on the certificate
provided with each casket to redeem a tree suited to
your geographic region. The pre-selected 12” sapling will
be shipped directly to your family, free of charge. Tree
certificates are also available to purchase separately.

Your tree will be sent to the address you
provide, packaged in a 14” recyclable plastic tube,
with detailed planting instructions. At this time, we are
only able to ship within the continental United States
and Alaska. Your tree is guaranteed* to grow and will
be replaced at no charge up to one year after your
original order date. We send out Memorial Tree
saplings every 30-60 days.
*Some conditions may apply.

Green Burial & Cremation
Shrouds & Carriers
Shrouds are suitable for burial or cremation, and are fully biodegradable. They can be used in place of clothing
in a carrier or casket, or can be used on their own for natural burial. We always recommend using our
Willow Carrier to simplify movement of a shrouded body.

Anubis
77”L x 24”W (wrapped)

Both Anubis styles include:
· Traditional coffin shape
· Absorbent and padded quilted bottom
· Six handles for carrying the body
· Lift-weight tested to 300lbs

Indigo DSHL
Made from a classic, blue denim.

Natural Cotton NSHL
Made from natural, unbleached cotton.
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Bamboo
Shroud
112”L x 73”W (unwrapped)

Our Bamboo Shrouds:
· Are crafted by hand from soft, yet durable bamboo fabric
· Can be used for cremation or burial
· Include decorative ribbons (Floral embellishments not included)

* Shown floral arrangements are not included.

Without Handles

BSL

With Handles

BSHL

· Sewn pocket accommodates backboard
(board not included) to support the body.
· Includes eight jute handles for lifting and carrying.
· Lift-weight tested to 300 lbs.

Has no handles or pocket for backboard, and must
be used with willow carrier, casket, or coffin.

Willow Carrier

5’9”: 75”L x 23”W x 6”H WCBT01
6’5”: 81”L x 26”W x 7”H WCBT02
Set of 2 (5’9” nested inside 6’5”)

WCBTNS

· Designed for dignified viewing and
transportation of a dressed or shrouded body.
· Rigid base produced from fast-growing,
sustainable timbers.

· Jute and seagrass handles for carrying.
· Includes a fitted, leak-resistant, natural cotton
lining and matching pillow.
· Can be reused if used for viewing and
transportation, and not buried or cremated.
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Caskets & Coffins
Passages® caskets and coffins are suitable for viewing, services, and witnessed cremation or burial. They can be
used as part of a conventional or green funeral ritual and are appropriate for traditions requiring 100% biodegradability.
They contain no metal components, and have rigid bases produced from fast-growing, sustainable timbers.

All of our caskets and coffins include:

All our caskets and coffins
are certified Fair Trade.

· Leak resistant, unbleached, fitted cotton lining.
Optional denim lining, pillow
· Matching pillow and privacy shield (except for the
and privacy shield available.
4-point bamboo casket and 6-point bamboo coffin,
which do not include a privacy shield).
Three sizes of engravable
· Memorial Tree Certificate, redeemable for a tree sapling.
bamboo plaques help add
· Adult caskets and coffins are weight-tested to 350 lbs.
a personal touch and can
· Available with all adult caskets is a 3/4 lid for I.D.,
be kept as a memento.
viewings or services.
* Sizes based on inside dimensions
* Shown floral arrangements are not included

Willow Casket
5’9”: 77”L x 23”W x 14”H
6’5”: 84”L x 27”W x 14”H

WIL-CK-59
WIL-CK-65

· Made from fast-growing, renewable willow.
· Flat, matching woven willow top.

Seagrass Casket
5’9”: 77”L x 23”W x 14”H
6’5”: 84”L x 27”W x 14”H

SEA-CK-59
SEA-CK-65

· Willow structure, with seagrass accents.
· Rounded top, for an elegantly simple design.
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Bamboo Casket
5’9”: 75”L x 21”W x 13”H
6’5”: 82”L x 27”W x 13”H

BAM-CK-59
BAM-CK-65

· A beautiful alternative to our Willow and Seagrass Caskets.
· Made from fast-growing, renewable bamboo.
· Includes a matching woven bamboo top.

White Willow Casket
5’9”: 77”L x 23”W x 14”H
6’5”: 84”L x 27”W x 14”H

WIL-CKWH-59
WIL-CKWH-65

· Painted white.
· Made from fast-growing, renewable willow.
· Flat, matching woven willow top.

6-Point Bamboo Coffin
6’5”: 80”L x 26”W x 14”H

Assembled BAM-CK6PT-65-A
Unassembled BAM-CK6PT-65-U

· Made from fast-growing, natural woven bamboo.
· Ships flat-packed to save space and reduce carbon emissions.
· Easily assembled in minutes, with no tools.
· Available assembled for additional fee.
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4-Point Bamboo Casket
6’5”: 80”L x 27”W x 16”H

Assembled BAM-CK4PT-65-A
Unassembed BAM-CK4PT-65-U

A simple, yet dignified bamboo casket
option, suitable for viewing and services
prior to burial or greener cremation.

· Six handles for easy transportation.
· Ships flat-packed to save space and reduce carbon emissions.
· Easily assembled in minutes, with no tools.
· Available assembled for additional fee.

Earth-Friendly,
Renewable Construction
Our bamboo caskets,
coffins, and simple containers are
made from sustainable bamboo,
much of which is grown, harvested
and processed close to our factory. They
have absolutely no metal or plastic
components and are fully biodegradable.

“We’ve found that families see a lot of value in the bamboo products.
They resonate with the design. They understand the fair trade nature...”
Certified Fair Trade
All of our caskets and cremation
containers are certified Fair Trade.
This means staff in our factories
earn fair wages, have safe working
conditions, and that we adhere
to the ten core Fair Trade principles.
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Simple Bamboo Container *
6’5”: 79”L x 26”W x 14”H

Unassembed only BAM-CKCC-U

Designed for a cleaner and greener, yet dignified cremation.
Passages’ Simple Bamboo Containers are hand-woven from
sustainable bamboo. They are certified Fair Trade and burn more
completely, at a lower temperature, and do not emit toxins.
They are fully biodegradable containing no plastic,
metal, or cardboard. Weight tested to 350lbs.

· Includes absorbent quilt in the base,
and a simple bamboo headrest.
· Ships flat-packed to reduce space
and lower carbon emissions.
· Easily assembled with no tools.
· Lining, pillow and throw available.

*Flat-packed only.
Sold wholesale in packs of 10

Bamboo is better for the Earth
O2

“Families see it as making a final
decision that is bigger than just the
container... It’s been very powerful
for us and the funeral homes that
we serve to see the response
from families, which has been
overwhelmingly positive.”

Traditional Cardboard
Bamboo

H2O

CO2

Bamboo Burns Cleaner
Independent lab testing showed that
our Bamboo caskets and containers burn
at a lower temperature than traditional
cardboard containers, and emit a cleaner white
smoke. Our products release H2O, O2, and CO2
when burned, and do not emit the
high-weight polymers and carcinogens that
cardboard containers do when burned.

Carcinogenic Styrene
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Child Caskets & Coffins
Our infant and child woven caskets and coffins
are all handmade by skilled artisans from willow, bamboo, or willow, with seagrass accents.
All are suitable for green burial or a clean cremation.

All of our caskets and coffins include:
· Leak resistant, unbleached, fitted cotton lining
· Matching pillow and privacy shield,
except for the bamboo coffin

All our woven caskets and coffins
are certified Fair Trade.

*Sizes based on inside measurements

* Shown floral arrangements are not included

Willow Child Casket
18” (18”L x 7.5”W x 6.25”H) WIL-CK-18
24” (24”L x 7.5”W x 6.25”H) WIL-CK-24
36” (36”L x 9.75”W x 8.25”H) WIL-CK-36
48” (48”L x 14”W x 9.75”H) WIL-CK-48

18” and 24” do not have handles

Seagrass Child Casket
24” (24”L x 9.75”W x 8.25”H) SEA-CK-24
36” (36”L x 10.75”W x 8.5”H) SEA-CK-36
48” (48”L x 14”W x 9.75”H) SEA-CK-48

24” does not have handles
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White Willow Child Casket
24” (24”L x 9.75”W x 8.25”H) WIL-CKWH-24
36” (36”L x 10.75”W x 8.5”H) WIL-CKWH-36
48” (48”L x 14”W x 9.75”H) WIL-CKWH-48

24” does not have handles

Bamboo Child Coffin
24”(24”L x 9.75”W x 7.5”H) BAM-CK6PT-24
36” (36”L x 14.5”W x 8”H) BAM-CK6PT-36

3/4 Viewing Lid available
for both size coffins
1”x 6” engraved bamboo
plaque available to add a
personal touch.

Hand-made Paper Casket
12” (12”L x 6”W x 4”H) PB-FL12
19” (19”L x 9”W x 8”H) PB-FL19
22” (22”L x 11”W x 8”H) PB-FL22
28” (28”L x 12”W x 10”H) PB-FL28
32” (32”L x 14”W x 11”H) PB-FL32

These biodegradable paper caskets are handmade
using the renewable bark of mulberry trees and flower
petals. Beautiful and earth-friendly,
they are suitable for both green burial
and clean cremation.

All handmade paper child caskets include:
· Fleece lining and matching pillow
· Blooming Ornament
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Water Burial
Journey Earthurns®
These urns biodegrade quickly and are intended for burial in deep water or earth. When placed in
water, they float briefly then sink, biodegrading naturally. Many designs, material, and color alternatives are
available, allowing families to choose from a wide range of options. Urns are hand-crafted and may vary
slightly in size and appearance.

All of our Journey Earthurns® are:
· Hand-crafted from sustainably
produced, biodegradable paper
· Suitable for temporary storage of

· Available in a smaller size, which
allows for the dividing of remains
· Supplied with a biodegradable,

cremated remains and interment

water-soluble bag, into which the

in earth or deep water

cremated remains must be placed

Engraving available on all
Journey Earthurns® except
Embossed White, Gilded
Onyx, and Slate Grey

Large: 12.5”L x 14”W x 3”H (220 Cubic Inches)
Medium: 10.5”L x 11.75”W x 2.75”H (180 Cubic Inches)
Available only for Aqua, Embossed Fern, Embossed Pearl, Green, Natural, and Navy
Mini: 6.5”L x 8”W x 2.25”H (60 Cubic Inches)

Thistle, Royal Blue

Thistle, Slate

4110TBM

4110TSM
4110TS

1 Water Burial

4110TB

Dogwood, Lilac

Dogwood, Shale

4110DLM

4110DSM
4110DL

Lily, Green

4110DS

Lily, Blue

4110LGM

4110LBM
4110LB

4110LG

Seafoam, White

Seafoam, Green

4110SFGM

4110SFWM
4110SFG

4110SFW
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Embossed Black

4110EBM

Embossed White

4110EB

Gilded Sapphire

4110EWM

Gilded Onyx

4110GSM

4110GOM
4110GS

4110GO

Slate Grey

Purple

4110SGM

4110PM
4110P

3 Water Burial

4110EW

4110SG

Embossed Pearl

Aqua

4110ABM

4110ABMED

4110AB

Green

4110GM

4110EPMED

4110EP

Embossed Fern

4110GMED

4110G

4110EFM

4110EFMED

4110EF

Natural

Navy

4110NBM

4110EPM

4110NBMED

4110NB

4110NM

4110NMED

4110N
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The Shell™

The Shell Urn is crafted on antique molds from recycled food-grade paper, and each urn is hand-painted
using water-based paints, making the Shell Urn the perfect eco-friendly biodegradable urn for water
scattering. For each Shell Urn, a donation is made in memory of the deceased to an ocean conservation
organization. This urn can accommodate two sets of remains. Custom colors available upon request.
Matching brass keepsake available.

16”L x 16”W x 6.25”H
(400 Cubic Inches)

Aqua

Coral

AS-01

CS-01

Pearl

Sand

PS-01

SS-01

Designed for use in deep water

Brass Shell
Keepsake
2.75” L x 3” W
(5 Cubic Inches)

Patina Blue
SKSB

(Not to scale)
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Supplied in a blue
velvet presentation box.

Patina Green
SKSB-G

Memento™
Create a unique, meaningful, and participatory ceremony by placing hand-written personal notes into the urn
prior to placing it in water. Crafted on antique molds from non-toxic, recycled, food grade paper and
hand-painted using water-based paints. Twenty handmade paper note cards are included. Packaged in a
custom carrying case that is discreet and convenient. A donation is made to an ocean conservation
organization in memory of the deceased. Custom colors available upon request.

White
MU-W

15”L x 10”W x 5.5”H
(275 Cubic Inches)

Coral
MU-C

Blue
MU-B

Designed for use
in deep water

Paper note cards included.
20 per urn, additional cards available.

(Not to scale)
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Serenity™
Crafted by hand from recycled and kraft paper. No glue is required to seal the urns, and each securely closes
using leather cord. Convenient and discreet custom carrying case included.

Lotus
SCLTS1

13.5”Dia. x 7.75”H
(260 Cubic Inches)

Sand Dollar
SCSD1
12.75”Dia. x 5.25”H
(260 Cubic Inches)

Designed for use in deep water
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Turtle
Crafted by hand from recycled paper using non-toxic glues. Loads easily from the bottom.
Packaged in a discreet, custom carrying case.

Large BPTN
17”L x 22”W x 5”H
(202 Cubic Inches)

Mini BPTNM
7.25”L x 9.5”W x 1.75” H
(5 Cubic Inches)

Designed for use in deep water

PETAL

A simple and affordable way to
enhance the funeral experience. The
bougainvillea petals are all natural
and sun dried. Each package holds
about a cup and a half of petals.
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Sand and Gelatin
Produced using a clay-like material, creating an attractive and environmentally-friendly alternative. Oceane,
Sand and Quartz White, as well as the Round Quartz, include real beach sand or crushed quartz applied to
the outer surface of the urn. Urns have openings in the bottom, allowing water to enter. Designed to float
briefly and dissolve within four hours when placed in water. Top loading.

Designed for use in deep water

Traditional, Forest Green
SGWEF
6.89”Dia. x 8.75”H
(200 Cubic Inches)

Traditional, Pearl

Dahlia, Pearl

SGTP
6.89”Dia. x 8.75”H
(200 Cubic Inches)

SGDW
7.28”Dia. x 8.66”H
(214 Cubic Inches)

Classic, Blue
SGCB
7.25”Dia. x 11”H
(220 Cubic Inches)

Round, Quartz
Large SGQR: 9.75”Dia. x 8.25”H (210 Cubic Inches)
Mini SGQRM: 4.5” Dia. x 4.5”H (40 Cubic Inches)
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OceaneTM,
Midnight Blue
SGWEO

OceaneTM,
Antique White
SGOAW

OceaneTM,
Mahogany
SGOM

Large: 7.5”Dia. x 9”H
(200 Cubic Inches)

Mini: (OceaneTM Sand, OceaneTM Sand
Permanent, OceaneTM Quartz White)
5”Dia. x 5.25”H
(50 Cubic Inches)

OceaneTM, Aqua
SGOAB

OceaneTM, Sand
Large: SGOS, Mini: SGOSM

Permanent OceaneTM, Sand
Large: SGOSP, Mini: SGOSPM
Virtually identical to our popular Oceane, Sand
biodegradable urn. Kiln-fired and designed for permanent use.

OceaneTM,
Quartz White
Large: SGOSQW,
Mini: SGOSQWM

available in LARGE AND MINI SIZE
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Himalayan Rock Salt
Individually hand-crafted by skilled artisans from solid blocks of rock salt. Deposits of salt in this
Himalayan region are 250 million years old, and believed to be the purest on earth. Each is unique in both
color and finish. Will sink quickly and dissolve within four hours when placed in water.

Large: SLT03
8” Dia. x 10.25”H
(202 Cubic Inches)
Mini: SLTM03
4.5” Dia. x 6.5”H
(40 Cubic Inches)

Large: SLT02
8” Dia. x 10.25”H
(202 Cubic Inches)
Mini: SLTM02
4.5” Dia. x 6.5”H
(40 Cubic Inches)

Amara
Apollo
Athena
Large: SLT01
8” Dia. x 10.25”H
(202 Cubic Inches)

Medium: SLTMED01
Mini: SLTM01
4.5” Dia. x 6.5”H
(40 Cubic Inches)
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6.25” Dia. x 8.5”H
(90 Cubic Inches)

Keepsake: SLT06KS
2.5” Dia. x 4”H
(3.5 Cubic Inches)
Sold in sets of 6.

For use in
deep waters
only

Earth Burial
Earthurns®
Hand-crafted from the bark of the mulberry tree, each member of the Earthurn® family is
eco-friendly from production through use. Beautiful and dignified, they are an ideal option for families
wishing to honor a loved one with an eco-friendly ceremony. Once the urn is buried,
it will biodegrade naturally over time.

Economy Pillow

Unity ®
Embrace®

Chest

Purity®

Reflect®
Journey®

Simplicity®

Though also suitable for earth
burial, the Journey Earthurn®
is featured in the Water Burial
section of this catalog.

Earth Burial 1

Autumn Leaves

Embrace®
4120AL
4120ALM

4120ALMED

Embossed Brown

Large: 8.5”L x 8.5”W x 5.25”H
(230 Cubic Inches)

Medium: 6.25”L x 6.25”W x 3.75”H
(108 Cubic Inches)

Mini: 4.25”L x 4.25”W x 2.75”H
(40 Cubic Inches)

4120EB
4120EBM

4120EBMED

Floral Bouquet

Engraving is available on Floral Bouquet
and White Hemp Earthurns.
4120FB
4120FBM

White Hemp

4120WH
4120WHM
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4120WHMED

4120FBMED

Pastel

Unity®
413P

413PMED

Floral
413PM

41306

Large: 6.75”L x 8”W x 5”H
(200 Cubic Inches)

Medium: 7.25”L x 6.25”W x 4”H

41306MED

(120 Cubic Inches)

Mini: 4.75”L x 4.25”W x 3.25”H
41306M

(30 Cubic Inches)

Coordinating Brass Heart Keepsakes are also available.
413WG

2.7”L x 2.9”W (5 Cubic Inches)

413WGMED

Bronze

Wood-Grain

Pewter

HKSB

HKSP

413WGM

Oversized
(Floral Only)
8”L x 9”W x 7”H
(360 Cubic Inches)

4130XL

Companion
(Floral Only)
8.75”L x 11”W x 7.25”H (400
Cubic Inches)

4130C
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Simplicity®

Antique Black

Slate Grey
41SG

416AB

3.75”L x 8.25”W x 10”H (240 Cubic Inches)

Engraving
is available
on Floral
and
Wood Grain
Simplicity
Earthurns®.
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Floral

Wood-Grain

41603

41SWG

Purity®
6.75”L x 9.5”W x 5.5”H
(210 Cubic Inches)

41403

Economy Pillow
Large: 13”L x 9”W x 4”H (230 Cubic Inches)
Medium: 8.75”L x 5.75”H x 4”H (100 Cubic Inches)

Engraving
available
on Purity®,
Economy Pillow,
and Reflect
Earthurns®.

EPUL
EPUMED

Reflect®

With or Without Silk Bag
4”L x 8.5”W x 10”H

(210 Cubic Inches)
White and Blue Bag not shown to scale

With Green Silk Bag 41703
Without Silk Bag 41703NB

With White Silk Bag 41703WHT

With Blue Silk Bag 41703BLU
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Chest

418EMB

418EMBM

Large: 8 ”L x 6.75”W x 5”H
(200 Cubic Inches)

Mini: 6.75”L x 4.75”W x 3.5”H
(90 Cubic Inches)

Embossed Metallic Black

418AB

418ABM

418ATBM

Antique Brown

Antique Turquoise Blue
418ATB

Chest Inserts
415AL

415FB

Autumn Leaves
6”L x 8.5”W x 4.5”H
(200 Cubic Inches)

Floral Bouquet
Engraving is available
on Chest Insert, Floral Bouquet.
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CelesteTM
Leonardo Da Vinci said, “Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.” That aspiration is realized w
 ith our new Celeste urn.
Created from compostable plant starch, using an earth-friendly molding process, these fully
biodegradable urns are an elegant and dignified option for earth burial.

Sage

Cobalt
CEL-BL

CEL-GN

10”H x 8” Dia.
(216 Cubic Inches)

Dandelion

Ivory

CEL-YL

CEL-WH

Limited engraving options
are available for the
CelesteTM urn. Please see
Personalization page 3
for engraving options.
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Bamboo
Hand-crafted from bamboo ply or woven bamboo, a sustainable and rapidly renewable resource.
These urns are not made using a bamboo species consumed by endangered panda populations.
The Traditional urns feature a Green-certified and LEED-compliant, water-based finish.

TBBU01

TributeTM, Bali

TBU1

6.25”L x 10.25”W x 6.25”H
(245 Cubic Inches)

TributeTM
6.25”L x 10.25”W x 6.25”H
(245 Cubic Inches)

NBU1
CBU1

Traditional, Caramelized
7.625”L x 7.625”W x 8.625”H
(210 Cubic Inches)

Traditional, Natural
7.625”L x 7.625”W x 8.625”H
(210 Cubic Inches)

Woven Bamboo
8.5”L x 8.5”W x 8.5”H
(367 Cubic Inches)

WBU1
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Engraving is available on all
Bamboo Urns.

Repurposed Wood

Traditional Style RPWD-MOS
7”W x 7”L x 9”H
(210 Cu. In.)

Each of these rustic urns is unique and hand-crafted from repurposed
paulownia wood, then finished with a natural beeswax coating. No toxic
adhesives or finishes are used in the construction of this urn, and it is
suitable for placement
in the home or a
cemetery niche. This urn
can also be buried in the
earth, where it will
biodegrade naturally over
time. These urns are
certified Fair Trade. To learn
more about Fair Trade, see
the inside front cover of
this catalog.
Tribute Style TBMOS
6.25”W x 10.25”L x 6.25”H
(245 Cu. In.)

Gourd
Each gourd is completely natural and unique. Crafted in the desert-Southwest of the United States, each is
handmade by our on-site team of artisans. These works of art include a 25g cast bronze
Memorial Pendant, hanging from
the ornamental Rio Grande driftwood
on top of each urn by a simple leather
cord*. Loads from the top and securely
closes with a 3-inch diameter cork.

Our gourds in the “wild”

A gourd undergoing the decorative
etching process
Large: Approx. 9.5” Dia. x 6.25” H (220 Cubic Inches) GRDLG
Mini: Approx. 5.75” Dia. x 4” H (40 Cubic Inches) GRDM
Token*: Approx. 3” Dia. x 3” H (10 Cubic Inches) GRDTK
Bronze Medallion: 2” Dia. 418ATBM

Colors, sizes, shapes, and finishes
of the gourds will vary and are not guaranteed.
The bronze pendants and medallions
feature original “Tree of Life” artwork and can be engraved
on the back.
*Token does not include bronze medallion
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Biotree

TM

Celebrate life with a living memorial in the form of a tree. The Biotree Urn is designed to shape a greener
planet by changing our traditions from that of graves to those of forests. The Biotree Urn is made using
bamboo fibers and a food-grade binding agent. The system, including the cork-separator and cocopeat
disc that becomes the medium in which the tree will grow, help to lower
the pH level of cremated remains, allowing the tree to grow.

BTW

BTG

5” Dia. x 11”H
(90 Cubic Inches)

Separates easily
to load cremated
remains in the
bottom and closes
securely.

Available in green and white

We take great care in selecting tree species that are harmonious to your
local environment, complementing the unique ecosystem that surrounds
them, and creating a living tribute for those who now rest at their roots. A
certificate is provided with each Biotree Urn, which families can redeem to
receive their free tree seeds or discounted memorial tree sapling.
Visit our website to learn more and watch the video.
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Scattering
Scattering Tubes
Passages® Scattering Tubes are designed and engineered to simplify the scattering of
cremated remains. The simplicity, affordability, and functionality of the Scattering Tubes make them a
preferred and dignified alternative for families wishing to scatter.
The tubes are durable and simple to use. Each features a convenient, removable lid and an
industry-first, perforated “push in” tab that opens easily prior to scattering. Our
Scattering Tubes contain no metal or plastic components, and can be recycled after use
or will biodegrade naturally when buried in the earth.
Multiple styles and sizes are available, making these urns an excellent option when several
loved ones wish to participate in the scattering.

Scattering 1

2 Scattering

Ascending Dove

Autumn Woods

Bluebell Forest

STA

STAW

STB

Butterfly Blossom

Forget Me Not

Lily

STBB

STF

STL

Mountain View

Ocean Sunset

Orchid

Patriot

STMV

STOS

STZO

STP

Ascending Dove
STA

Rainbow Pond

Rose

Saguaro Trail

STR

STAR

STST

Silver Lining

Starry Night

Sunflower Fields

STSL

STSN

STS

Teddy Bear

The 19th Hole

White

STTB

STT

STWL

Scattering 3

Presentation Box

with magnetic closure,
holds six token scattering tubes
5.75”L x 8”W x 5.25”H

Engraving available

Scattering Tube
Size Availability Chart
Size
Height
Diameter
Volume
Ascending Dove

TOKEN

MINI

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

X-LARGE

4.75”

5.25”

8.9”

10.1”

12.6”

14.5”

2”

2.95”

2.95”

4”

5.1”

5.1”

10 C.I.

20 C.I.

40 C.I.

100 C.I.

200 C.I.

240 C.I.

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Autumn Woods
Bluebell Forest

X

Butterfly Blossom
Forget Me Not
Lily
Mountain View
Ocean Sunset

X
X

Orchid
Patriot
Rainbow Pond

X

Rose
Saguaro trail
Silver Lining
Starry Night
Sunflower Fields
Teddy Bear
The 19th Hole
White
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X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

Marker Sets
Marker sets available for family
personalization of solid-color
scattering tubes

Carrying Bags
Suitable for Scattering Tubes,
Journey Earthurns®, and various
other products

Scattering 5

Personalization
Personalize most urns or
scattering tubes by engraving the
name of the deceased, as well as
the dates of birth and death,
a personal message,
and line-art.

Personalize any casket or coffin by
adding an engraved plaque.
Up to 3 lines of text and/or line-art
(space permitting).

Bamboo Plaque

Bamboo Plaque

5”L x 8”W x .375”H

3”L x 12”W x .125”H

Add a photograph to the
top of any Scattering Tube.
Same-day turnaround available,
if we receive artwork approval
by noon MST. Refer to adjacent
Line-Art & Fonts page
for available font options.

1 Personalization

Line-art and Fonts
Bespoke designs can be accommodated upon request. Additional lines available for a nominal fee.

Times
Thomas Anderson
THOMAS ANDERSON

Script

Thomas Anderson
(All Caps Not Recommended)

Block
Thomas Anderson
THOMAS ANDERSON

Personalization 2

Remember
Memorial Jewelry

Finding unique and personal ways to remember a loved one is an important part of the healing process.
Our Memorial Jewelry incorporates hair or cremated remains into the jewelry piece itself. This encapsulation process requires that the remains be sent to us for casting and mounting. Several designs and finishes are available.
Each piece is hand-crafted by our skilled artists, and no two are alike.

Available in:
· Sterling silver
· Gold plated onto sterling silver
· Solid gold (at market price)

Pendants made from sterling silver include an 18” snake chain. Gold and gold plated
pendants do not include a chain. Allow 4-6 weeks for production. Any unused remains
will be returned with the finished piece. Engraving available, space permitting.

JBTFLYPD

JHRTPD

Butterfly Pendant

Heart Pendant

Dolphin Pendant

Round Pendant

.9”Dia.

1.4”L x .9”W

.9”Dia.

1.1”L x .6”W

JDLPHPD

JRNDPD

Styles Available:
(Color can be added to any style)

Granite
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Hair

Mosaic

JLODPD

JLRDPD

JLRPD

Large Oval
Deluxe Pendant

Large Round
Deluxe Pendant

Large Round Pendant

1.3”L x 1.1”W

1.3”Dia.

1.1”Dia.

JSMOBPD

JOVDPD

Oblong Pendant

Oval Deluxe Pendant

1.3”L x .4”W

.9”L x 1.4”W

JSGRNG

JSPBRNG

JFGRNG

Signet Ring

Split Band Ring

Filigree Ring

.6”L x .5”W

.6”L x .5”W

.6”L x .5”W

Images not to scale
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GRANITE

Blooming Remembrances

TM

Handmade, die-cut shapes, crafted from recycled paper
inlaid with fresh flower petals and seeds. Blooming
Ornaments come packaged in a cellophane bag,
complete with raffia tie and planting instructions.

Approximate dimensions
3”L x 3”W x .125”thick
41BAO

Angel

Pink - Wildflower
Blue - Fern

41BHO

Heart

Pink - Wildflower
Blue - Forget Me Not

41BBO

41BDO

Pink - Wildflower
Blue - Forget Me Not

Pink - Wildflower
Blue - Forget Me Not

Butterfly

Dove

41BDPO

41BTO

41BAPO

Forget Me Not

Forget Me Not

Fir

Dolphin

Turtle

Tree

When planted and watered, they will bloom into flowers, creating a living memorial to the deceased. Seeds are
tested and have an 85% germination rate. Due to the organic nature of seeds, meticulous care required, and
climatic variations, there is a chance that some ornaments may not sprout.
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Bookmarks & Cards
Blooming Mini Shapes can be attached to bookmarks or cards, and the front side can be personalized with the
name of the deceased, dates of birth and death, and a brief message (space permitting).
A photograph of the deceased can be included on the bookmarks or small cards. Color printing is available for an
additional fee. Mini shapes are available for purchase loose, in increments of 100/shape.
41BB

Bookmark
8.5”L x 2.25”W

41PRM

41BBM

Mini Ribbon

Mini Butterfly

Approximate shape dimensions

Wildflower

Forget Me Not

2”L x 2”W x .125”thick

41BAM

41BCM

Mini Angel

Mini Cross

Wildflower

Forget Me Not
41BMC

Mini Card
4”L x 3”W

41BDM

41BHM

Mini Dolphin

Mini Heart

Forget Me Not

Wildflower

The back side of the bookmarks and mini cards includes
planting instructions.

41BSC

Small Card
4.25”L x 3.66”W
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14” tube with
tree sapling

Bury an Urn, Plant a Tree.
While most of our products are not designed to be permanent, a loved one can be
remembered for many lifetimes by planting a tree above where you bury a Passages®
urn or scatter the cremated remains. Simply ask your funeral director for a tree certificate
and directions on how to redeem a live tree (12” sapling) online. For more details on
the Memorial Tree Program, see the page immediately preceding the
Green Burial & Cremation section of this catalog.

Memorial Medallions are a great way to permanently remember
a loved one. The 25 gram solid bronze medallions with original
“Tree of Life” artwork are a tangible way to remember loved ones
long after they are gone. Engrave the back of the Medallions and
hand them out at funeral or memorial services, or keep one close
by as a remembrance. Memorial Pendants are also available on a
leather cord, and can adorn many of our urns that are
not suitable for engraving.

Memorial Pendant
Memorial Medallions

We’d love to hear from you.
Have you used, or are you planning to use one of our products in a unique way? We would love to hear
about it. Visit one of our social media platforms to learn about what other families have done with a
Passages® product, or to tell us about the meaningful memorials and experiences you have created to
remember and honor your loved one. Share photos and stories of moments that were meaningful to you,
family and friends.

Find us online!

Please scan this QR Code to open and
flip through our digital catalog on your own device.
It can be viewed anywhere, even from the comfort of your own home.

(888) 480-6400
www.passagesinternational.com
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